Life Science Research Associate
•

Job Title: Life Science Research Associate, Full-time.

•

Location: Pleasanton.

Company
Vortex Biosciences is advancing the fight against cancer, and its mission is to be the innovation leader
in CTC capture technology delivering diagnostic tests that improve therapeutic decisions and save lives.
Shed by tumors into the circulation, Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs) offer a window into cancer biology.
However, the capture of CTCs from blood is not easy as CTCs are relatively scarce, with concentration as
low as 1-10 CTCs/mL of whole blood, against a background of millions of white blood cells and billions of
red blood cells. The Vortex technology makes this simple, automating the capture and collection of clinically
relevant, viable CTCs directly from whole blood. We have recently released the VTX-1 Liquid Biopsy
System to the research market, designed to rapidly isolate CTCs from blood for further downstream
analysis.
The R&D team is seeking a highly motivated individual to support the development and validation of
cell-based assays. The candidate will be working within multidisciplinary team of scientists, cell and
molecular biologists, research collaborators, as well as mechanical engineers to characterize the VTX-1 for
cancer diagnostic applications.

Responsibilities include:
• Blood sample processing: isolate CTCs from cancer patient blood samples using the VTX-1 system
• Cellular and molecular assays: perform characterization of the circulating tumor cells, which may
include immunofluorescence staining, cytological staining, FISH analysis, DNA/RNA extraction,
PCR/qPCR, library construction, next generation sequencing such as Miseq
• Support to lab management: maintenance of mammalian cultured cells. Help with blood procurement.
Assist with managing the laboratory space and related equipment. Procure reagents and consumables
as needed
• Reports: Analyze data and document results in weekly update reports. Present & discuss results in
group meeting. Optimize and document the protocols and standard operating procedures
Qualifications
• The candidate should have a MS in Cell Biology / Molecular Biology / Cancer biology or related
scientific field, with strong hands-on experience in laboratory techniques including mammalian cell culture,
immunostaining, fluorescence microscopy, molecular biology, cellular biology and cell-based assays

Original Date: December 2018

• Minimum of 2-3 years industry experience in Research & Development. Experience with medical
devices and assay development a plus
• Experience with handling biosafety-level 2 biological material (cell lines, blood, buffy coat, plasma,
tumor tissue) is required
• The ideal candidate is very thorough, self-motivated, highly organized and detail oriented
• Flexibility as well as a strong desire to work in a demanding, hands-on startup environment is
expected
• The candidate must be able to work independently as well as in a team setting
• The Candidate must be legally authorized to work in the USA

Compensation
A competitive compensation package, commensurate with experience, is offered for this position. This
package includes a competitive base salary, stock options, bonus, paid-off time, medical, dental and other
benefits.
This position is to be filled immediately.
For more information about this opportunity please visit http://www.vortexbiosciences.com and contact us.
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